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Abstract A 4D 13C(aromatic),13C(ribose)-edited NOESY

experiment is introduced to improve sequential assignment

of non-coding RNA, often hampered by a limited disper-

sion of 1H and 13C chemical shifts. The 13C-labeling of

RNA is fully utilized by inclusion of two 13C evolution

periods. These dimensions provide enhanced dispersion of

resonances in the 4D spectrum. High spectral resolution is

obtained using random non-uniform sampling in three

indirect dimensions. The autocorrelation peaks are effi-

ciently suppressed using band-selective pulses. Since the

dynamic range of observed resonances is significantly

decreased, the reconstruction of the 4D spectrum is greatly

simplified. The experiment can replace two conventionally

sampled 3D NOESY spectra (either ribose-13C- or aro-

matic-13C-separated), and remove most ambiguities

encountered during sequential walks. The assignment

strategy based on a homonuclear and 4D C,C-edited NO-

ESY experiments is proposed and verified on a 34-nt RNA

showing typical structure elements.

Keywords Multidimensional NMR � Non-uniform

sampling � Isotope labeled RNA � Resonance

assignment

RNA is no longer considered simply a carrier of genetic

information from the DNA to the ribosomes. Recently,

several new classes of non-coding RNAs were introduced

which stimulated the need for a structural and mechanistic

insight into their function (Mercer et al. 2009; Esteller

2011). The structure–function relationship of RNAs can be

efficiently explored with NMR techniques (Varani et al.

1996; Wijmenga and van Buuren 1998; Fürtig et al. 2003).

However, deriving a high resolution structure of an RNA

molecule of even moderate size can be problematic. The

problem of the lower proton density of RNA can be solved

by isotopic labeling techniques, which have become readily

available in the recent years (Lu et al. 2010). As a result, one

often deals with uniformly 13C and/or 15N labeled RNA

oligonucleotides. RNA is also notorious for its poor

chemical shift dispersion, which is to a large extent caused

by a small number of available building blocks. Addition-

ally, double stranded helical regions feature little variation

in chemical environment. In the case of non-coding RNAs

large portions of non-base paired nucleotides are not

uncommon. The lack of base stacking of such regions

results in even less chemical shift dispersion. Similarly to

NMR studies on intrinsically disordered proteins, novel

techniques are needed to assign poorly resolved resonances.

Sequential assignment of RNA relies either on through-

bond HCP type of experiments or on NOE-based
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techniques (Marino et al. 1994). The so-called ‘‘sequential

walk’’ can be observed in the aromatic-anomeric region of

2D NOESY spectra. This region contains intra- and inter-

nucleotide cross-peaks between anomeric H10 and aromatic

H6/H8 protons (see Fig. 1a). However, spectral crowding is

increased by the presence of potentially useful inter- and

intra-nucleotide H10–H2 cross-peaks (to adenine H2) and

less relevant intra-nucleotide H5–H6 cross-peaks of

pyrimidine residues. When dealing with 13C-labeled oli-

gonucleotides 3D 13C-edited NOESY experiments are used

for the assignment of aromatic and anomeric 1H resonances

and attached 13C spins (Nikonowicz and Pardi 1993). Two

3D spectra are usually acquired. The NOE transfers 1H

magnetization to either anomeric or aromatic protons and,

as a result, the 13C dimension of a 3D spectrum provides C10

or C6/C8 chemical shifts, respectively. A single 3D spec-

trum, either 13C(aro) or 13C(ribo)-edited, allows to resolve

H10–H6/H8 peaks from one kind of the above mentioned

extra peaks (H10–H2 or H5–H6), which is possible due to

separated 13C regions of C10 (87–94 ppm) and C5

(94–107 ppm) resonances in the case of 13C(ribo)-edited 3D

spectrum; similarly aromatic C6/C8 (131–145 ppm) and C2

(145–155 ppm) spins can be distinguished in 3D 13C(aro)-

edited NOESY. However, as illustrated in Fig. 1b, inter-

nucleotide H10–H2 and intra-nucleotide H10–H6 peaks may

still overlap and hamper the sequential assignment based on

the 13C(ribo)-edited 3D spectrum. Additionally, in aro-

matic 3D NOESY-HSQC (Fig. 1c), very intense pyrimi-

dine H5–H6 cross-peaks often overlap with the less intense

H10–H6/H8 cross-peaks, which are essential for sequential

assignment.

For this reason we have developed a 4D C,C-edited

NOESY experiment, which incorporates both aromatic and

ribose 13C and 1H evolution periods in the single pulse

sequence. The advantage of higher dimensionality is

demonstrated by a pair-wise comparison of two 3D spectra

and corresponding regions of a 4D spectrum. The

introduction of an additional ribose 13C dimension (x3)

enables us to resolve crucial H10–H8 and H10–H6 cross-

peaks from usually more intense H5–H6 cross-peaks on

the basis of separation of C5 and C10 regions. For

example, U13 H10–C14 H6 and C14 H5–H6 peaks, which

overlap in 3D spectrum, are resolved in a corresponding

plane of 4D spectrum shown in Fig. 1e. Otherwise, the

degeneracy of H10 and H5 chemical shifts limits the use of

aromatic 3D NOESY-HSQC for sequential assignment

and requires acquisition of complementary ribose 3D

NOESY-HSQC. In this communication we propose to

replace this rather non-optimal solution by the acquisition

of a single band-selective 4D C,C-edited NOESY exper-

iment. The extra 13C dimension reduces spectral overlap,

which is especially pronounced for large RNAs or RNAs

with very poor chemical shift dispersion. Additionally,

reduced ambiguity of cross-peak assignment facilitates

more reliable sequential assignment which is often

severely hampered by the multiplicity of peaks matching a

single 1H chemical shift. We have tested the performance

of 4D C,C-edited NOESY experiment on a fully 13C,15N-

labeled 34-nt hairpin RNA (1.5 mM in D2O solution)

consisting of two A-RNA form stems, one adenine bulge,

an asymmetric internal loop and a GAAA terminal loop

(Cevec et al. 2010).

The pulse scheme for the 4D 13C(aro)HMQC-NO-

ESY-13C(ribo)HMQC experiment is shown in Fig. 2. The

experiment was designed with particular emphasis on the

selectivity of both aromatic and ribose HMQC parts.

Effectively, auto-correlation peaks are absent in a detected

signal. This is of the particular relevance since non-uniform

sampling (NUS) was employed to obtain reasonable reso-

lution in the indirect dimensions. The elimination of

intense diagonal peaks results in a considerably decreased

dynamic range of signal amplitudes, which is the main

difficulty when using NUS for NOESY spectra (this issue

is commented below in more detail).

We wish to emphasize that the presented approach for

elimination of diagonal signals does not entail any loss of

sensitivity except from that induced by non-uniform

inversion (refocusing) profiles of shaped pulses. This is in

contrast to other approaches proposed recently that employ

subtraction of exclusively diagonal spectrum (Xu et al.

2005; Wen et al. 2012) or orthogonal spin-state selection

(Diercks et al. 2010; Werner-Allen et al. 2010). The

solution presented here resembles the spin type selection

employed in 4D C,N-NOESY (Kay et al. 1990), 3D

H(aro)-NOESY-CH3, NH (Xia et al. 2001) and 4D
13C(aliph),13C(aro)-edited NOESY (Stanek et al. 2013)

experiments for proteins in the sense that aromatic and

ribose 1H (or 13C) spins are treated as heteronuclei.

HMQC was employed for the frequency labeling of both

aromatic (C6 or C8) and ribose (C10) 13C spins since the

Fig. 1 Resolution enhancement provided by heteronuclear-edited

spectra. Compared are homonuclear a 2D NOESY, b 3D NO-

ESY-13C(ribose)HMQC, c 3D NOESY-13C(aromatic)HMQC, d, e 4D
13C(aromatic),13C(ribose)-edited HMQC-NOESY-HSQC: d ARO:

aromatic plane, e RIBO: ribose plane. Addition of ribose-13C

dimension b greatly reduces spectral crowding present in 2D

spectrum a, however, limited spectral resolution in the indirectly

detected 1H (aromatic) dimension results in overlap of A3 H2–C33

H10 and C34 H8–C33 H10 cross-peaks b. These peaks are resolved in

the aromatic plane of the 4D spectrum d owing to signal dispersion in
13C (aromatic) dimension. Similarly, aromatic 3D NOESY-HSQC

c helps to resolve cross-peaks in 2D NOESY spectrum (see spectral

crowding along vertical dotted line). Nevertheless, an essential U13

H10–C14 H6 peak is overlapped with a very intense C14 H5–C14 H6

peak. Both peaks can be clearly identified in the 4D spectrum e as C10

and C5 chemical shift regions are disjoint. Experimental parameters

of the 3D and 4D spectra are given in the caption to Fig. 2 and

Supplementary Fig. S2

b
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transverse relaxation is significantly attenuated compared

to single-quantum coherences (Fiala et al. 1998, 2000;

Brutscher and Simorre 2001; Marino et al. 1997). The

crucial modification with respect to original double-C,C-

edited NOESY (Vuister et al. 1993) is the incorporation of

band-selective 1H refocusing pulses. Since the H10 and H6/

H8 spins resonate in reasonably distinct spectral regions,

selective pulse combined with a pair of pulsed field gra-

dients (denoted G2 and G4 in Fig. 2 for aromatic and ribose

HMQC, respectively) provide sufficient selectivity. An

additional advantage of these 1H selective pulses is the

refocusing of H10–H20 and H6–H5 homonuclear scalar

couplings. It is noteworthy that evolution of these cou-

plings is suppressed not only in 13C evolution periods (t2
and t3), but also in indirect 1H evolution (t1) and four

coherence transfer delays (of total duration of 4sa and 4sb)

thanks to the symmetry of HMQC. It should be noted that

despite significant length of the selective 1H pulses the

Fig. 2 Pulse scheme for the selective 4D C,C(aromatic?ribose)-

edited HMQC-NOESY-HMQC experiment. Solid and open bars

represent ‘hard’ 90� and 180� pulses, respectively. All pulses are

applied along the x-axis of the rotating frame unless indicated

otherwise. 1H aromatic and ribose selective refocusing pulses, showed

as open bell-shaped pulses (denoted H6/H8 and H10, respectively),

utilize r-snob profiles (Kupče et al. 1995) of the following duration,

peak r.f. field and frequency modulation: 1.54 ms, 1.58 kHz,

3 ppm 9 cHB0 (for H6/H8) and 2.2 ms, 1.12 kHz, 1 ppm 9 cHB0

(for H10). The grey bell-shaped 13C pulse denoted as ‘C5’ (and a

Bloch-Siegert phase compensation pulse ‘BS’) is introduced to

refocus evolution of C5–C6 couplings in pyrimidine bases

(JC5–C6 & 68 Hz) during frequency labeling in t2. It employs

isnob-2 profile of length of 276 ls, peak r.f. field of 6.23 kHz and

frequency modulation of -43 ppm *cCB0 (effective 13C offset of

100 ppm). 13C adiabatic composite pulse decoupling was performed

with WURST (Kupče and Freeman 1995). The 1H carrier frequency is

set on resonance with HDO signal. Initially, 13C and 15N carrier

frequencies are set to 143 and 190 ppm, respectively, and shifted to

91 and 155 ppm for the ribose HQMC. NOESY mixing time of

sm = 150 ms was used. The following delays were set:

sa = 1.25 ms & (4 JCH aro)-1, sb = 1.56 ms & (4 JCH ribo)-1,

f = 1.1 ms (1/2 duration of H10 selective pulse). Additionally, in

order to avoid sequence elongation by selective H6/H8 pulse, sa is

decreased by (g - k)/4 (if positive), where g = 1.54 ms is the

duration of H6/H8 pulse and k = t2 ? 4pw90(13C) ? 2pw(C5 pulse),

or performed during t2 (if g - k is negative). Note that for simplicity

the H6/H8 pulse is centered with respect to entire period of transverse
13C magnetization, and not w. r. t. t2, which is allowed since no

passive heteronuclear H–C coupling is active during t2. Similarly, the

duration of selective H10 pulse (2f) is subtracted from coherence

transfer delays (2sb) in the ribose HMQC. This usually requires

independent programming of 1H and 13C channels. The indirect

evolution of aromatic 1H (t1) is performed in a semi-constant time

fashion to utilize coherence transfer delays (2 9 2sa); assuming that

t1max C 4sa the contraction is n = t1/t1max 9 sa (note that always

n B sa and n B t1/4). The evolution of ribose 13C spins (t3) should be

started from half-dwell time (complementing delay of (2sw3)-1-

4pw90(13C) is required) to avoid frequency-dependent phase in x3.

Quadrature detection in t1, t2 and t3 is accomplished by altering /1, /2

and /3, respectively, according to the States-TPPI procedure.

Additionally, /1 is incremented by -2pDXH�t1, DXH = 3.1 ppm

*cHB0, to shift the effective center of x1 (1H) dimension to

*7.8 ppm. The phase cycle employed is: /1 = x; /2 = x, -x, x,

-x; /3 = 2(x), 2(-x); /rec = x, -x, -x, x. Four transients were

accumulated for each sampling point. Gradients were employed with

the following durations and strengths: G1 (0.5 ms, 3.55 G/cm), G2

(0.5 ms, 5.32 G/cm), G3 (2 ms, 16.0 G/cm), G4 (0.5 ms, 30.2 G/cm).

Gradients G2 and G4 are performed during delays sa and 2sb - f,

respectively. 4,100 sampling points (t1, t2, t3) were randomly chosen

from 30 9 32 9 32 Cartesian grid according to Gaussian probability

distribution p(t) = exp[-(t/tmax)2/2r2]; r = 0.5. Maximum evolu-

tion times of 20 (t1max), 6.4 (t2max) and 7 ms (t3max) were achieved in

the indirectly detected dimensions. Acquisition time was set to 85 ms

(t4max). Spectral widths of 1.5 (x1), 5.0 (x2), 4.5 (x3) and 12 kHz (x4)

were assumed. The total experiment duration was 75 h. The

experiment was performed at 298 K on an Agilent 600 MHz

spectrometer equipped with a room-temperature 5 mm triple-reso-

nance probe. p/2 pulse durations were 7.9, 16.8 and 42 ls for 1H, 13C

and 15N, respectively. The interscan delay of 1.8 s for optimal

recovery of 1H magnetization (sensitivity per unit time) was used. The

reversed experiment (ribose ? aromatic) can be performed using the

same scheme by swapping delays sa and sb, the selective 1H pulses

(denoted as H10 and H6/H8) and reversing the order of carrier change

4 J Biomol NMR (2013) 57:1–9
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overall duration of HMQC is not increased since they are

partially performed during coherence transfer delays.

However, the loss of 1H resonances outside typical regions

is inevitable. The deleterious effect of considerable two-

bond 1H–15N, and one-bond 13C–15N couplings are elimi-

nated in entire HMQC by the application of two 15N

inversion pulses during t2. Additionally, band-selective off-

resonance pulses were employed in the aromatic HMQC to

prevent dephasing due to C5–C6 couplings in pyrimidine

bases. In effect, the signal in t1 and t2 is only affected by

relaxation and the non-uniform sampling can be applied to

obtain optimal resolution. It should be also emphasized that

the sensitivity is further increased owing to the utilization

of two coherence transfer delays (4sa & (JCH aro)-1 in

total) for the semi-constant time evolution of aromatic H6/

H8 spins (t1) as previously proposed for 4D C,N-edited

NOESY for proteins (Xu et al. 2006; Stanek et al. 2012).

RNAs larger than studied here may also benefit from the

use of transverse relaxation optimization (TROSY) for

aromatic C–H coherences (Brutscher et al. 1998; Riek et al.

2001; Fiala et al. 2000; Brutscher and Simorre 2001). The

corresponding pulse schemes are given in Supplementary

Fig. S1. The aromatic-to-ribose NOESY (Fig. S1a) utilizes

steady-state 13C magnetization, therefore the selection of

aromatic 13C spins is performed using shaped 13C refo-

cusing pulse after 13C evolution period (t2). In contrast, the

reversed (ribose-to-aromatic) experiment utilizes selective
13C inversion pulse for selection of aromatic 13C spins in

the first INEPT (i.e. before 13C evolution t3) of the TROSY

detection part (Fig. S1b). As before, for ribose coherences

HMQC is employed as TROSY effect is not pronounced

for the relaxation of C10 (Fiala et al. 2000; Brutscher et al.

1998).

For the RNA samples in H2O/D2O solution residual

solvent signal may heavily distort directly detected ribose

H10 resonances; in this case the reversed (ribose-to-aro-

matic) 4D NOESY experiment may appear beneficial (see

Figs. 2 and S1b). However, the alternative experiment

apparently shows approx. 35 % lower sensitivity which

should be attributed to different relaxation rate and

incomplete suppression of homo- and heteronuclear cou-

plings during detection of aromatic 1H resonances. Addi-

tionally, the reversed experiment with aromatic TROSY

cannot utilize 13C steady state magnetization which further

reduces sensitivity (Fig. S1b). Another argument in favor

of direct detection of ribose resonances is that the superior

resolution in poorly dispersed ribose 1H region is highly

desired.

The principal advantage of the selective aromatic-to-

ribose NOESY is the absence of auto-correlation peaks.

These signals are main source of artefacts (artificial noise)

in the reconstructed spectra and thus particularly deleteri-

ous in NUS NOESY experiments. The substantial

reduction of dynamic range of signal amplitudes facilitates

a faithful spectral reconstruction with basic or more

advanced four-dimensional algorithms (Luan et al. 2005;

Coggins and Zhou 2008; Mobli et al. 2010; Stanek et al.

2012; Hyberts et al. 2009). Here the simplest solution,

namely zero-augmented Fourier Transformation was

employed (Kazimierczuk et al. 2012) since thermal noise

seems a limiting factor for spectral reconstruction at the

specific experimental conditions. In the case of signifi-

cantly higher experimental sensitivity (use of cryoprobe,

stronger B0 field, etc.), however, more sophisticated NUS

reconstruction algorithms may prove beneficial. Direct FT

also shows superior performance in processing of high

resolution spectra. The transformation time of the 4D (non-

sparse) spectrum with digital resolution of 128 in all

indirect dimensions x1–x3 and 128 points in the directly

detected dimension (5–6.2 ppm subregion corresponding to

H10 resonances) was only 1 min. The reasonable size of

resulting 4D spectrum (*1 GB) allows for convenient

analysis using common visualization tools, e.g. Sparky

(Goddard and Kneller 2008). The processing software

(reconstructor4d) can be downloaded at no charge from

nmr.cent3.uw.edu.pl.

It is of a particular interest to compare the sensitivity

and resolution of corresponding single 13C-edited 3D and

C,C-edited 4D spectra. For this purpose two uniformly

sampled 3D spectra were recorded in the total experimental

time corresponding to a single 4D spectrum. This is to

reflect the fact that the latter basically provides more

information than two 3D spectra, namely a direct correla-

tion of pairs of aromatic (1H, 13C) and ribose (1H, 13C)

chemical shifts. Test 3D 13C(ribo)- and 13C(aro)-edited

NOESY experiments were performed at the same experi-

mental conditions, with equal resolution in the indirect

dimensions, and using the sequences shown in Fig. 2,

where initial HMQC was replaced by a simple 1H fre-

quency labeling period (other experimental details are

provided in the caption to Fig. S2). Signal-to-noise ratio (S/

N) was estimated for well isolated H10–H6/H8 cross-peaks

in the 3D and 4D spectra. The comparison of peak inten-

sities (cf. Fig. S2) shows an approx. 7 and 20 % loss of

sensitivity for 4D spectrum compared to 3D 13C(aro)- and
13C(ribo)-edited NOESY, respectively. In the case of RNA

studied, this resulted in a loss of *10 % of relevant H10–
H6/H8 cross-peaks (critical S/N = 6 for peak detection

was assumed). The intrinsically lower sensitivity of the 4D

spectrum is in accordance with theoretical predictions,

and—similarly to the transition from 2D to 3D NOESY

experiments—is a price for resolution enhancement. It is

noteworthy that only 5 and 4 (of 62 present) H10–H6/H8

cross-peaks can be unambiguously assigned in the test 3D

spectra, whereas 4D spectrum provides unique assignment

for 16 (of 55 detectable) cross-peaks in the studied 34-nt

J Biomol NMR (2013) 57:1–9 5
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RNA. The average multiplicity of possible assignments of

aromatic spins is reduced by a factor of 1.5 when 3D
13C(ribo) and 4D C,C-edited NOESY are compared (see

Table 1). For larger RNAs the complexity of 3D spectra is

expected to render them even less useful for sequential

assignment compared to a 4D experiment. We wish also to

emphasize that sensitivity losses with increased size of

RNA can be minimized by transverse relaxation optimi-

zations (e.g. MQ-coherences or TROSY), while increased

spectral overlap can only be alleviated by substantial res-

olution enhancement.

In the following discussion we will focus on the strategy

of assignment of aromatic and anomeric protons. In order

to perform sequential assignment effectively, two aromatic

planes and two ribose planes of the 4D C,C-edited NOESY

spectrum are needed. Additionally, one displays the aro-

matic 2D 13C-HSQC spectrum, the anomeric region of a

ribose 2D 13C-HSQC spectrum and a 2D NOESY spec-

trum, preferably recorded in D2O. To start the assignment,

well-resolved H10/C10 cross-peaks in the ribose 2D 13C-

HSQC spectrum need to be selected (Figs. 3a, e and S3f).

Fig. 3 Strategy of the cross-peak assignment employing 4D C,C-

edited NOESY spectrum: a schematic representation (a–d) and the

assignment of the A28 and C29 residues (e–h). ARO aromatic plane,

RIBO ribose plane. 13C-HSQC spectra (a, c) are used for convenient

navigation in a 4D spectrum (b, d) and to recognize possible

resonance overlap. In the steps (1) and (3) the corresponding planes of

a 4D spectrum is shown for a selected peak in a HSQC spectrum (a,

c). In the steps (2) and (4) the inter-residual (i ? 1) peaks identified in

a 4D spectrum are used for the assignment of peaks in the HSQC

spectra. The ribose plane for H6/H8 (i), similar to (d), is not shown as

it corresponds to the sequential walk in the opposite direction (it

contains H10/C10 (i) and H10/C10 (i - 1) cross-peaks)

Table 1 The impact of resolution on the ambiguity of cross-peak

assignment 3D 13C(ribo)-, 13C(aro)- and 4D C,C-edited NOESY

spectra

Spectrum Average ambiguitya Number of unique

assignments

aro ribo Effective aro ribo Effectivec

4D C,C-edited 1.5 1.3b 2.1 28 33b 16

3D C(ribo)-edited 2.3 1.3b 3.2 10 32b 4

3D C(aro)-edited 1.3b 4.2 5.1 43b 8 5

a The ambiguity was defined as the number of peaks (in ribose or

aromatic HSQC) that match 1H chemical shift (or a pair of 1H and 13C

chem. shifts) within the limits determined by obtained spectral reso-

lution. The following half-widths at half height were assumed:

0.042 ppm (indirect 1H), 0.52 ppm (aromatic 13C), 0.47 ppm (ribose
13C), 0.017 ppm (ribose 1H directly detected) and 0.021 ppm (aro-

matic 1H directly detected). ‘aro’ and ‘ribo’ refer to the multiplicity of

independent assignment of aromatic and ribose chemical shift(s) of a

cross-peaks, respectively
b The specific resonances were directly detected
c The cross-peak is considered uniquely assigned if both origin (e.g.

aromatic) and destination (e.g. ribose) proton can be unambiguously

identified

6 J Biomol NMR (2013) 57:1–9
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The direction of the sequential walk in the 2D NOESY and

4D C,C-edited NOESY spectra is unknown, since it is not

clear which peak is the intra-nucleotide or the sequential

one. Once a H10/C10 cross-peak is selected, then the aro-

matic plane of the 4D C,C-edited NOESY spectrum is

examined at this H10/C10 chemical shift (Fig. 3b, f). Two

cross-peaks should be observed and both of them are ver-

ified in the aromatic 2D 13C-HSQC spectrum (Fig. 3c, g)

and in the ribose plane of the 4D C,C-edited NOESY

spectrum at the H6/C6 or H8/C8 chemical shifts (Fig. 3d,

h). The common cross-peak is the starting H10/C10 (i) while

the other cross-peaks present in two ribose planes of a 4D

spectrum correspond to nucleotides (i ? 1) and (i - 1). If

more than two cross-peaks are present in the 2D planes of

the 4D C,C-edited NOESY spectrum, the most intensive

peaks are checked and simultaneously verified in the 2D

NOESY spectrum. The sequential walk is performed as

long as peaks can be unambiguously assigned in the aro-

matic plane of the 4D C,C-edited NOESY spectrum.

The assignment strategy was verified on 34-nt RNA

using no prior information. The results are illustrated in

Fig. 4. It is convenient to start the assignment of the

characteristic cross-peaks, however, one should also aim at

collecting as many sequential walks as possible starting

from randomly chosen (non-specific) remaining ones. One

characteristic peak is for the first residue in the sequence,

G1, which has typical anomeric and aromatic 1H chemical

shifts (d *5.9 and *8.2 ppm, respectively). The G1 aro-

matic proton (G1 H8) shows correlation only to its own

anomeric proton, thus only one cross-peak is observable in

the 2D NOESY at the G1 H8 proton chemical shift. Sim-

ilarly, in the ribose plane of the 4D C,C-edited NOESY at

the G1 H8/C8 chemical shifts only one cross-peak is

observed. Employing the strategy outlined above, it was

possible to perform the walk from G1 till the U9 H6/C6

cross-peak (marked in blue in Fig. 4). At this point the

walk is interrupted, because of the overlap with the other

cross-peaks in the ribose plane of the 4D C,C-edited NO-

ESY spectrum at the U9 H6/C6 chemical shifts. Another

characteristic H10/C10 cross-peak belongs to G19 (d
*3.7 ppm), the first residue after the GAAA tetraloop.

Although this cross-peak is outside the recorded anomeric

proton region in the 4D C,C-edited NOESY, we could

assign residues A20 and C21 (marked in blue in Fig. 4) by

utilizing cross-strand H2-H10 contacts, however, overlap in

the aromatic plane of the 4D C,C-edited NOESY spectrum

at the C21 H10/C10 chemical shift interrupts the sequential

walk.

Subsequently, remaining and well-resolved H10/C10

cross-peaks were chosen as a starting point for other

sequential walks. Four additional walks were found

(marked in red in Fig. 4). In a few cases the walk was

possible only to the neighbouring residue due to the high

number of the cross-peaks or due to missing peaks (marked

with the dashed line and a 9 sign in Fig. 4). Once all

possible sequential walks are constructed, the obtained

chains are put into the sequence. One could distinguish H8/

Fig. 4 The schematic presentation of 34-nt RNA showing the NOE

correlations observed in the 4D C,C-edited NOESY spectrum. Blue

lines indicate the two partial sequential walks originating from the

characteristic H8/C8 peaks of G1 and G19, while red lines indicate

additional four found sequential walks. Orange lines indicate

assigned signals from H2 protons, whereas magenta lines indicate

assigned signals between H5 and H6 protons. Very weak peaks are

marked with the dashed lines and missing peaks are marked with the

dashed lines and 9 signs. Black lines represent peaks present in 4D

spectrum which are hard to assign employing this experiment only
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C8 (of adenines and guanines) from H6/C6 (of cytosines

and uracils) cross-peaks on the basis of peak sign in the

constant-time aromatic HSQC. During the walk every

residue can be classified to one of these two classes (A/G or

C/U), which helps to match the walk into the sequence.

Additionally, specific contacts to H2/C2 of adenine can be

utilized. Assigned adenine H2/C2 resonances can effec-

tively support the assignment of the broken sequential

walks. H2/C2 signals of the adenines involved in the AU

Watson–Crick base pairs (A3, A7, A20 and A28) and of the

bulged A30 residue were determined from the strong cross-

peaks in the imino-H2 proton region of the 2D NOESY in

H2O. One observes the ribose planes of the 4D C,C-edited

NOESY spectrum at the chemical shifts of each of H2/C2.

The planes show typically three cross-peaks for correla-

tions between H2 and anomeric protons: a very weak intra-

residual peak, one to the following residue and one across

the strand (marked in orange in Fig. 4). Additionally, H5/

C5 resonances of cytosines and uracils, which are easily

identified by strong cross-peaks between H5 and H6 pro-

tons, help to complete the sequential walks (marked in

magenta in Fig. 4).

Overall, 89 % of the aromatic (H6 and H8) and ano-

meric proton peaks of 34-nt RNA were assigned in the 4D

C,C-edited NOESY spectrum. The missing resonances

belong to the residues in the internal loop or to the proxi-

mate residues (see Fig. 4). In our previous study we have

shown that the asymmetric internal loop adopts two ener-

getically comparable families of structures, which both

satisfy NMR data (Cevec et al. 2010). This explains why

these resonances are not observable in the 4D C,C-edited

NOESY spectrum.

To conclude, we have demonstrated the utility of high-

resolution selective 4D C,C-edited NOESY experiment in

sequential assignment of RNAs. The strategy proposed

here effectively complements more sensitive (but crow-

ded) 2D homonuclear NOESY spectra by resolving over-

lapped cross-peaks in two different 13C dimensions. We

showed that a single 4D experiment can replace two

complementary 13C-edited 3D spectra that had to be

recorded traditionally in an equal time. Enhanced resolu-

tion of 4D spectrum enables reliable assignment of RNAs

which often feature limited dispersion of 1H and 13C

chemical shifts. The non-uniformly sampled experiment

was recorded using only 14 % of data points required

conventionally. Significantly larger time savings are

expected at higher B0 fields (scaling with B0
3), higher

intrinsic sensitivity (as there are less sampling points

needed) or when substantial resolution enhancement (i.e.

extended sampling of the indirect time-domain) is

required, e.g. for larger RNAs. The issue of non-uniform

sampling artifacts is circumvented by virtually complete

suppression of diagonal peaks, which allows rapid

reconstruction of high-resolution four-dimensional spec-

trum without compromising sensitivity.
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